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Abstract
This paper questions the honesty of third-party certi…cation in the
market for a good whose environmental quality is not observable by
consumers. The certi…er maximizes a weighted sum of its own revenue and social welfare. The higher the relative weight placed on
revenue, the stronger the certi…er’s incentive to mislead consumers.
Certi…cation is analyzed as a costly signaling mechanism that, besides displaying labels, transmits information through market prices.
Honest certi…cation requires that prices credibly signal environmental
quality to prevent cheating. I show that certi…cation can only be honest when the certi…er is driven more by social welfare than by pro…t.
In the reverse case, the certi…er cannot help jamming the price signal,
thereby granting unreliable labels.
LAMETA, Montpellier I University, Avenue Raymond Dugrand, Site de Richter, C.
S. 79606, 34960 Montpellier Cedex 2 - France
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Introduction

Like any good with quality characteristics that are hard for consumers to
observe, organic food needs third-party certi…cation to be e¢ ciently traded.
But also, and above all, this certi…cation must be honest. Recently in the
press, industry lobbying has been accused of capturing the organic certi…cation process and distracting the certi…er from the objective of disclosing
accurate information1 . If the certi…er really gives in to corporation pressure,
this may have two consequences: …rst, the certi…er tends to neglect consumer
well-being and focus instead on the desire of the industry to grow, and second,
the certi…er may falsely claim that the food is organic to let more products
in.
1

This corporate pressure is acknowledged in recent newspaper articles. One can read for
instance that “major food companies ... has added to pressure on the (US) government
to expand the de…nition of what is organic, in part because processed foods o¤ered by
big industry often require ingredients, additives or processing agents that either do not
exist in organic form or are not available in large enough quantities for mass production.
(Kimberly Kindy and Lyndsey Layton, "Purity of Federal ’Organic’Label Is Questioned",
Washington Post, July 3, 2009). Or else, “over the last decade, since federal organic
standards have come to the fore, giant agri-food corporations ... — Coca-Cola, Cargill,
ConAgra, General Mills, Kraft and M&M Mars among them — have gobbled up most of
the nation’s organic food industry. Between the time the Agriculture Department came
up with its proposed regulations for the organic industry in 1997 and the time those
rules became law in 2002, myriad small, independent organic companies — businesses like
Cascadian Farm — were snapped up by corporate titans ... Major corporations have come
to dominate the board that sets the standards for organic foods ... Corporate interests
are behind the increase in nonorganic materials deemed acceptable in “organic” food.”
(Stephanie Strom, "Has ‘Organic’Been Oversized?", New York Times, July 7, 2012).
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Beyond organic food, misleading certi…cation is an issue that more broadly
a¤ects all the goods with a credence attribute, whether environmental or ethical. For instance, Hamilton and Zilberman (2006) point out the recent emergence of fraudulent labelling in markets for environmentally-friendly products. Furthermore, misleading practices are not speci…c to the industry: Feddersen and Gilligan (2001) show that a certi…er biased toward environmental
protection may also have incentives that depart from honesty. Nonetheless, certi…cation bodies are usually under the oversight of a board that consists of representatives from di¤erent sectors with a signi…cant divergence of
interests, including the government, the industry, and environmental nongovernmental organizations. A balanced composition of the oversight board
can reasonably be expected to provide consumers with su¢ cient protection
against misleading information.
In this paper, I examine whether honest third-party certi…cation hinges on
some mix between two objectives: on the one hand, the pro…t-maximization
objective that represents the joint interest of the certi…er and the industry,
and on the other hand, the welfare-maximization objective that represents
the general interest. Third-party certi…cation is analyzed as a costly signaling
mechanism that, besides displaying “informative”labels, transmits information on a credence attribute of the good (namely, environmental quality)
through market prices. As de…ned here, honest certi…cation requires that
price signaling be credible in the sense that jamming the price signal sent by
the market is too costly for the certi…er. The main insight of the analysis is
4

that third-party certi…cation can only be honest if the certi…er is driven more
by social welfare than by pro…t. If, on the other hand, the certi…er values its
own interest more than social e¢ ciency, then the certi…er grants misleading
labels and prevents the market prices from disclosing truthful information.
The context is the following. In a market where consumers do not know
precisely to what extent the good they purchase pollutes the environment, a
third-party certi…er grants a label, either brown or green, which is meant to
disclose information on the environmental quality of the good. Firms must
pay a fee for certi…cation and they can choose to have their product certi…ed
or not. Consumers also seek to infer information from the price signal sent
by the market. Understanding that the green good is more costly to produce
than its brown variant, consumers expect the market price to re‡ect at least
the cost discrepancy. Hence, the certi…er must take care that the market
clearing price be consistent with the label granted to the …rm. Speci…cally,
the goods labelled di¤erently as brown or green should not be sold at the same
“pooling” price, for the sake of label reliability. The certi…er can in‡uence
the market signal via setting a fee and this in‡uence is all the stronger as
the certi…er values its own revenue more than social welfare. On the one
hand, the weight attributed to the converging interests of the certi…er and
the industry can also be read as an index of market power in the certi…cation
sector. On the other hand, the weight on social welfare measures social
e¢ ciency. In this context, I develop a signaling model and investigate the
existence of separating equilibria which ensure honest certi…cation through
5

di¤erent market prices for the brown and green goods. As there exists no
separating equilibrium when the certi…er’s interest is skewed in favor of the
industry, I further characterize pooling equilibria in the limit case where the
certi…er is purely self-interested.
On the demand side, consumers are heterogeneous in their dislike of pollution. The pleasure from consuming “goods” may be spoilt by the awareness that a public “bad” possibly arises from the act of consumption. As
recognized by the environmental literature, the trouble experienced by environmentally friendly consumers from buying polluting goods mitigates their
willingness-to-pay for these goods, thereby in‡uencing their purchasing behavior. So, for example, the growing care for the environment dissuades
consumers from purchasing food that allows a high percentage of chemicals
in the preparation, processing and packaging of the product. Similarly, the
burning of fossil fuels involved in the manufacturing of goods may cause
signi…cant concern for consumers, since it makes consumption decisions responsible for greenhouse gases emissions. Another worrisome externality is
the exhaustion of the resources due to consumption of an endangered species
of animal. To ful…ll their desire for environmentally friendly consumption,
consumers will wish to switch from conventional goods to substitutes that
claim that they are “organic”, “green”or “sustainable”, whenever they exist.
This decision, however, is made di¢ cult by any information asymmetry between consumers and producers about the environmental quality of
the product. Two essential channels through which information is disclosed,
6

namely, market price and certi…cation, do not always work properly. Just
like the uninformative prices in the market for lemons analyzed by Akerlof
(1970), the prices of polluting goods may conceal information about their
environmental performance (see Mahenc, 2007, 2008). Furthermore, the proliferation in recent years of untrustworthy claims that a product is “green”—
the phenomenon is known as greenwashing — is bringing discredit on the
use of environmental labels2 . Few are the certi…ers who possess the skill
and knowledge needed to specify whether some goods are environmentally
friendly or not, and the certi…er’s incentive to extract consumer surplus on
the basis of privileged information does not necessarily guarantee full information disclosure, as shown by Lizzeri (1999).
In the present paper, consumers prefer the good to be gentle to the environment but they cannot ascertain whether the good is brown or green.
As they are willing to pay more for the green than for the brown good, the
market prices account for vertical di¤erentiation between the two goods provided that the certi…er honestly distinguishes brown from green …rms. In
turn, honest certi…cation relies on credible price signaling. The di¢ culty
in ensuring credible signaling is that the certi…er has an incentive to label
the brown good as green and prevent market prices from disclosing full in2

Greenwashing encompasses all practices that range from vague claims to misleading
advertising about the environmental performance of …rms. Some evidence that greenwashing is becoming widespread in the U.S. can be found in the growing number of complaints
about green ads received by the Advertising Standard Authority. According to Lyon
and Maxwell (2011), greenwash aims at hiding negative information about a company’s
environmental or social performance, rather than misleading consumers.
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formation about the actual color of the good. The certi…er’s aim is then
to extract more surplus from uninformed consumers and, possibly, let more
brown products in, which …nally increases the certi…er’s revenue. Clearly,
the larger the relative weight given to the certi…er’s revenue in the objective function, the stronger the certi…er’s incentive to cheat consumers. To
counteract this incentive, signaling through its market price that the good
is green must be costly. The signaling cost is purely strategic but it cannot
be avoided to ensure that certi…cation is honest. This requirement takes the
form of incentive compatibility constraints in the signaling model. In separating equilibria, market prices credibly signal the environmental quality of
the good, hence certi…cation is honest. On the other hand, in pooling equilibria, the brown and the green goods sell at the same price, regardless of
the label. As consumers infer no further information from the price signal,
pooling equilibria preclude honest certi…cation.
It turns out that there exist separating equilibria only if the certi…er is
driven more by social welfare than by pro…t. Moreover, the signaling cost
decreases as the certi…er attributes a larger relative weight to social welfare.
The intuition underlying this result is that the cost of signaling the green
good must be lower than that of signaling the brown good not to yield to
the temptation of cheating. This only holds true if the certi…er puts enough
emphasis on social welfare because the certi…er then internalizes the extra
cost involved in producing the green good whatever the type of good signaled
by market price. If, on the other hand, the certi…er’s objective is skewed in
8

favour of the industry, then the certi…er cannot resist the temptation to jam
the price signal and grant brown …rms the wrong label. The resulting market
price misleads consumers into believing that the certi…ed product is more
gentle to the environment than it actually is, so that they are more willing
to pay for it. In the limit case where the certi…er is purely self-interested,
I show that pooling occurs when consumers’ prior beliefs of environmental
quality are su¢ ciently optimistic.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a detailed review
of the related literature. Section 3 sets out the structure of the model and
presents the equilibrium concept. Section 4 proposes a …ve-…nger exercise in
the limit case where the certi…er is purely self-interested, in order to illustrate the failure of honest certi…cation. Section 5 investigates the existence
of separating and pooling equilibria in the general setting. Section 6 o¤ers
some conclusions.

2

Related literature

Crespi and Marette (2001), Kuhn (2005), Dranove and Jin (2011), and Fischer and Lyon (2014) provide comprehensive overviews of the literature on
certi…cation. This literature generally assumes that certi…cation is honest,
although not always perfect. A proli…c line of research has built on the assumption of perfect certi…cation, so that the mere presence of third-party certi…cation solves the problem of asymmetric information between consumers
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and …rms about some characteristics of the good, whether environmental
or not. The central role of certi…cation is then to create vertically di¤erentiated market segments. From this perspective, most of the papers use
standard vertical di¤erentiation models under perfect information to analyze the strategic interplay between …rms and certi…cation. Representative
of this line of research, Amacher et al. (2004) conclude that it is important
to relax the assumption of perfect information. This indeed opens up a new
research path that helps further our understanding of the failure of certi…cation processes to disclose truthful information. However, research along
this line often ignores the possibility of dishonest third-party certi…cation.
If certi…cation happens to be misleading, these models place the blame on
…rms that bear “disguise costs”(Hamilton and Zilberman, 2006, Ibanez and
Grolleau, 2008) to cheat consumers, without questioning the honesty of thirdparty certi…cation. One exception is Feddersen and Gilligan (2001) in which
an environmental activist is responsible for sending misleading messages to
consumers. The idea of dishonest third-party certi…cation seems much easier
to accept in the economic literature on …nancial markets after the subprime
crisis of 2007. For instance, Mathis et al. (2009) examine the possibility that
credit rating agencies have been deliberately too lax in the ratings of some
complex …nancial products. Besides these papers, the literature on imperfect
certi…cation also insists on the role of “e¢ cacy costs” due to auditing and
inspection procedures in collecting and disclosing truthful information. It
is easy to understand that the gap in e¢ cacy costs somehow explains the
10

heterogeneity in certi…cation accuracy, as observed for instance by Du‡o et
al. (2013) in the Gujarat market for third-party environmental auditors.
The present paper departs from most of the papers cited in the emphasis
put on signaling costs rather than e¢ cacy costs. I argue that honest thirdparty certi…cation requires costly signaling, therefore misleading certi…cation
stems from the failure to bear signaling costs. From this perspective, the most
closely related paper is Mathis et al. (2009). They show that a monopolistic
credit rating agency always in‡ates the ratings of …nancial products when a
too large fraction of the agency’s revenue comes from the issuers of theses
products rather than from the investors. This has the same ‡avor as the
present …nding that the certi…er always cheats when it is driven more by
pro…t than by social welfare.
Regarding the literature on environmental certi…cation, Fischer and Lyon
(2014) investigate a model of strategic di¤erentiation between two eco-labels
developed by an environmental nongovernmental organization and by an industry association. Assuming that certi…cation provides consumers with perfectly reliable information about the …rms’performance in green production,
these authors discuss the impact of label rivalry on industry pro…ts and the
environment. In the present model, the possibility of the certi…er’s exercising
market power is more roughly captured by the relative weight attached to
the certi…er’s revenue in the objective function. The key …ndings that a separating equilibrium exists or not depending on this weight calls into question
the honesty of imperfectly competitive certi…ers. Strong enough competitive
11

pressure is needed to reach the threshold of social concern above which certi…cation discloses truthful information, otherwise the certi…er’s work simply
consists in extracting consumer surplus.
Furthermore, the demonstration that pooling may occur in the present
setting provides a rationale for fraudulent labelling as postulated by Hamilton
and Zilberman (2006). In a market for a green product vertically di¤erentiated from brown production, those authors investigate second-best optimal
regulation of the green industry through the use of a two-part tax scheme
involving a unit fee levied on output and a lump-sum tax, combined or not
with fraud control. Their work, unlike Fischer and Lyon (2014), deals with
imperfect competition within the green industry rather than between certi…cation bodies. My analysis completes Hamilton and Zilberman (2006) in
several respects. Most importantly, the focus is on the emergence of endogenous costs of signaling the environmental attribute of the good. These
costs add to the overall costs of labelling the good as green because they
are needed to prevent fraudulent labelling, which Hamilton and Zilberman
(2006) overlook. In addition, they assume the existence of exogenous costs
of displaying wrong labels. Here, instead of paying for cheating, the certi…er
always has incentives to engage in fraud and label the brown good as green,
which makes honest certi…cation di¢ cult. So, the disguise costs are nil and
the “crime”is a constant temptation.
Ibanez and Grolleau (2008) restrict attention to self-certi…cation in an imperfectly competitive market. Self-certi…cation allows two rival producers to
12

di¤erentiate their products in the eyes of consumers who trust the displayed
eco-label. They show that truthful information is disclosed in equilibrium
if misleading certi…cation is su¢ ciently costly for the brown producer. The
present setting di¤ers from that paper in two respects: …rst, it deals with
third-party certi…cation rather than …rms’ self-certi…cation, and second, it
shows that the role of market prices in transmitting information about environmental quality is no less important than the role of labels alone.
Feddersen and Gilligan (2001) emphasize some reasons why certi…ers sharing the view of environmental activists may be dishonest and send misleading
messages to uninformed consumers. Speci…cally, the activist may falsely signal a green good as brown to shrink overall product sales, hence the damage
to the environment. In the present setting, it may also happen that the green
good is labelled as brown at pooling equilibria: indeed, it makes no di¤erence
which label is then displayed since no label is viewed as reliable. The difference from Feddersen and Gilligan (2001) is that pooling occurs for a wide
range of certi…er’s objective functions that place a larger relative weight on
the certi…er’s revenue. Another di¤erence is that market prices here play a
crucial role in signaling environmental quality to consumers.
Mason (2006) initiates a signaling approach to labeling in which Bayesian
consumers form inferences about the severity of environmental harm upon
seeing …rms’decision to seek certi…cation or not. In addition, Mason (2011)
investigates the welfare e¤ects of resorting to noisy certi…cation. The signaling model presented here relates to both of these papers in that consumers are
13

assumed to be Bayesian. However, Mason’s models do not allow for misleading certi…cation, hence there is no need for costly signaling to achieve honest
certi…cation. Mahenc (2009) addresses the issue of the manipulation of consumers’beliefs by a welfare-maximizing certi…er in a signaling model. As a
result, certi…cation always proves to be honest and the equilibrium outcome
highlights the need for costly signaling to prevent the certi…er from cheating.
The present work investigates further how the price signaling mechanism interplays with labelling in a setting which allows the certi…er’s objective to
depart from welfare maximization. This results in a richer set of …ndings
that provides more insight into both honest and misleading certi…cation.
The signaling model of certi…cation builds on the industrial literature on
quality signaling through price, initiated by Milgrom and Roberts (1986)
and Bagwell and Riordan (1991). Those authors develop signaling models in
which the price set by a monopolist serves as a direct signal of product quality.
In the present model, the price also plays a signaling role, however the market
is competitive and the certi…er is the only one to have the strategic power to
disclose information. While the certi…cation fee is not observed by consumers,
it determines the level of the market price upon which consumers revise their
beliefs regarding environmental quality. The extent to which information is
disclosed to consumers only depends on the certi…er’s behavior.
In the limit case where the certi…er pursues the objective of pro…t, the
certi…er closely resembles the “certi…cation intermediary” in Lizzeri (1999),
in that both certi…ers manipulate information while maximizing their own
14

revenue. However, unlike Lizzeri (1999), the traded good has some value for
the certi…er here, as long as consumers are willing to pay for this good. In
Lizzeri (1999), there is no signaling mechanism and the seller of a product
with a characteristic unknown to buyers pays a certi…cation intermediary
who is proved to disclose no information. In the present signaling model, a
similar result obtains with the existence of pooling equilibria in which the
market price conceals information.
Daughety and Reinganum (2008) analyze the interplay between quality certi…cation and price signaling in a monopoly setting. Essentially, the
present model departs from that previous research in two respects: …rst, the
certi…er here behaves strategically, and second, the good with an unveri…able
characteristic is supplied by competitive producers who can not, on their
own, use prices to disclose information.
The …nding that a self-interested certi…cation intermediary plays a purely
parasitic role is consistent with real-world observations that certi…cation of
environmental quality happens to fail in its promise of truthfully signaling
the best environmental choice. For instance, a recent study by Jacquet et al.
(2010) shows concern about potential con‡icts of interest raised by the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certi…cation for sustainable …sheries. The
authors draw the conclusion that some of the …sheries certi…ed as sustainable
by the non-pro…t organization MSC may not be environmentally sound and
that a tightening of the green certi…cation process might be needed. Dranove
and Jin (2011) provide further real-world examples in which the certi…cation
15

system creates the following potential …nancial con‡ict of interest: certi…ers
that leniently interpret existing criteria might expect to receive more work
and pro…t from ongoing annual audits. A slight di¤erence here is that the certi…er may conceal information about environmental quality because it raises
more revenue from consumers’over-optimism.
In the present framework, the certi…er enjoys market power and charges
a fee which is not observable to consumers. These features are largely inspired by organic certi…cation and the “Appellation d’Origine”system in the
European Union. Crespi and Marette (2001) o¤er a detailed discussion of
how di¤erent governmental agencies …nance inspection and grading services
regarding food quality.
Moreover, the model assumes that consumers’willingness-to-pay for the
good is adversely a¤ected by the dislike of the negative externality generated
by the good, and consumers’preferences di¤er in that respect. A general interpretation is that taste heterogeneity re‡ects the degree of social conscience
of consumers. More speci…cally, if the good is an over…shed species, the taste
parameter represents consumer dislike of eating endangered species and degrading healthy marine ecosystems. If the good is fossil energy, consumers
may di¤er in their dislike of the negative impact on global warming, and
if it is nuclear energy, they may di¤er in their dislike of the potential risks
imposed on future generations by nuclear repositories. The idea that consumers feel moral obligations intimately tied with their consumption desire
may stem from Kant’s (1785) concept of the “categorical imperative”. Early
16

in the economic literature, La¤ont (1975) introduced the Kantian imperative
into economic modeling. In the present model, the bad feeling caused by
the consumption of polluting goods strongly resembles preferences in Becker
(1991) or Akerlof (1997) in that adverse consequences turn the economic act
of consumption into a social decision. Consumers have heterogeneous tastes
for polluting goods due to di¤erences in education, social class, or simply
the goose bumps of helping to create a negative externality: “cold-prickle”is
the phrase used by Andreoni (1995) to recognize the existence of a feeling of
guilt through public goods experiments. Symmetrically, there is evidence of
a warm glow experienced by individuals who contribute to the environment.
Popp (2001) shows that concern for the environment may obey altruistic
motives, such as those emphasized by Adam Smith in The Theory of Moral
Sentiments (1759):
“How sel…sh soever man may be supposed, there are evidently some principles in his nature, which interest him in the fortune of others...”

3

The model

Consider a market in which a continuum of mass 1 of competitive …rms
supply a product whose environmental quality is unknown to consumers. The
good may be either “brown”or “green”depending on whether it harms the
environment or not. Risk-neutral consumers derive a common gross surplus
of value u for the good, regardless of whether the good is brown or green.
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The total number of consumers is normalized to unity. Consumers purchase
at most one unit of the good and, otherwise, they receive a net surplus u0
from consuming outside goods.
The brown good (indexed by i = b) generates an external damage recognized as worrisome (pollution from chemicals, …sh species exhaustion, etc.)3
or even catastrophic (global warming)4 . Purchasing the brown good makes
consumers feel uncomfortable either because they experience health problems when exposed to environmental pollution, or because they feel guilty:
every time they buy, consumers are aware that they generate some negative
by-products they are not paying for. Consumers di¤er in their dislike of
the negative externality. If the supplied good is brown, consumer taste is
represented by a utility loss x which is uniformly distributed over the interval [0; 1], hence a consumer with taste x has a reservation price u

x for

the brown good. This heterogeneity in taste may re‡ect cultural di¤erences.
For instance, a French wine certi…ed as organic by France’s national logo for
organic products AB (Agriculture Biologique) may not be recognized as organic by the National Organic Program of the United States, and so will be
seen as simply conventional by American consumers. As will be seen below,
3

Some …sheries are publicly accused by non-governmental environmental organizations
of endangering species and degrading healthy marine ecosystems. In this spirit, Greenpeace International posts a seafood red list of …sh that are commonly sold in supermarkets
around the world, and which have a very high risk of being sourced from unsustainable
…sheries.
4
According to Weitzman (2009), the best available climate models state that the future
holds a 5 percent chance of a terrible-case scenario, that is, our current path will lead
temperatures to rise more than eighteen degrees Fahrenheit (ten degrees Celsius).
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the uniform distribution of x together with consumer risk-neutrality generate a linear uninformed demand for the good, which will greatly simplify the
analysis without loss of intuition.
The green” good (indexed by i = g) has no adverse social consequences.
If, for example, “green” stands for “organic” in the case of food, the green
certi…cation imposes both a percentage and a list of synthetic substances
in the preparation, processing and packaging of the food. The brown food
departs from a strict interpretation of “organic”, e. g. by allowing a larger
number of pesticides and other chemicals in the food5 . I assume that consumer dislike of pollution vanishes when the good is truthfully certi…ed to be
green, hence u is the common reservation price for the green good. In other
terms, the green good is vertically di¤erentiated from its brown alternative.
Each …rm sells one unit of the good at price p. To produce the good
i 2 fb; gg, …rms incur a cost ci y, where ci is a positive parameter related to
the environmental quality of the good, and y is an e¢ ciency index uniformly
distributed on the segment [0; 1]. In addition, …rms must pay a fee ' to
pursue certi…cation. Thus any …rm with e¢ ciency y enters the market if and
only if p

'

ci y

0, which yields the supply function Si (p) =

p '
.
ci

Let

normalize cb to 1 and cg to c > 1, so that the technology (production plus
pollution abatement) required to produce the green good is more costly than
5

In the United States, a product is certi…ed organic by the Department of Agriculture
if no more than 5 percent of the product incorporates non-organic substances, provided
they are approved by the National Organic Standards Board. That list has grown from
77 to 245 substances since it was created in 2002. (see Stephanie Strom, "Has ‘Organic’
Been Oversized?", New York Times, July 7, 2012).
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that used for the brown good6 .
The good is a “credence”good in the sense of Darby and Carny (1973):
consumers never perfectly observe the social damage generated by the brown
good, hence they cannot ascertain its actual environmental quality in the
absence of certi…cation7 . For instance, consumers are unable to recognize to
what extent a product includes synthetic chemicals, antibiotics, or hormones,
unless it is certi…ed “organic”by the national program. To simplify, I assume
that consumers are unsure whether the available good is brown or green
before purchase. Initially, without any certi…cation, the good is believed
to be green with probability

2 (0; 1). Unlike consumers, …rms perfectly

know their environmental practices, hence the actual damage caused to the
environment by the good they supply.
A certi…er is responsible for delivering the labels “brown” or “green”.
The certi…er acquires perfect knowledge of environmental quality at negligible costs, and infers from this the actual cost of producing the good.
Therefore, the certi…er and the …rms share the same information about the
production costs and the environmental damage. The certi…er charges …rms
a fee ', which is not observed by consumers. This is an important assumption. Indeed, if the fee were publicly observable, it might become a direct
6

The statement that there is a trade-o¤ between environmental improvements and
…rm e¢ ciency is consistent with the conclusions of Palmer, Oates and Portney (1995) or
Jorgenson and Wilcoxen (1990) for the U.S. economy.
7
Such an assumption is consistent with the observation made by Karl and Orwat (2000)
that the individual’s cost of ascertaining the environmental characteristics of goods is likely
to be prohibitive for consumers.
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signal regarding the environmental damage and the market price would not
provide further information. If, on the contrary, consumers cannot observe
the fee, they make their purchase decision after observing only the market
price, which therefore becomes the sole relevant source of information. One
simple interpretation of this assumption is that the certi…cation fee is part
of a contract to which consumers have no access. I deliberately abstract
from e¢ cacy costs of certi…cation such as monitoring or inspection costs,
to highlight the emergence of endogenous costs of signaling environmental
quality.
Observing the market price p as a whole, consumers have no way of
isolating the producer price. However, they understand that the green good
is more costly to produce. Consumers’posterior beliefs will be denoted by
(p) : R+ ! [0; 1], giving the probability consumers attach to the possibility
that the good is green after observing a price p.
Timing.— The timing of the game is as follows. In stage 1, Nature chooses
the good i 2 fb; gg and the corresponding production cost ci ; the certi…er and
the …rms perfectly observe ci . In stage 2, the certi…er charges …rms ' and
awards them a label; …rms decide whether to pay the fee and have the good
certi…ed or stay out. In stage 3, consumers observe the market price and the
label color; they revise their beliefs and make their purchase decision.
Demand for the credence good and market equilibrium.— The market size
is determined by the taste of the consumer indi¤erent between buying or not.
If consumers’inference process yields posterior beliefs
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=

(p), a consumer

with taste x derives an expected surplus v p (1
unknown good at price p, where v

u

) x from purchasing the

u0 denotes the e¤ective reservation

price. This generates the following piecewise-linear demand function:

X (p; ) =

8
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
:

0 if p

v;

if v

(1

)

1 if p

v

(1

v p
1

p

(1)

v;

):

When the good is brown for sure, demand will be de…ned by X (p; 0) =
v

p for all p 2 [v

1; v], and when the good is green for sure, demand is

given by X (p; 1) = 1 for all p

v. I will assume that all consumers purchase

the green good sold at marginal cost, i. e., v > c.
The market clears at that price pi ('; ) that equates the supply to the
demand, that is,
(2)

Si (p) = X (p; ) ;
which yields the equilibrium price

pi ('; ) =

8
>
<

vci +(1 )'
1 +ci

>
:

if '

v

ci

(1

);

(3)

ci + ' otherwise,

and the equilibrium allocation of the good

X (pi ('; ) ; ) =

8
>
<

1

v '
+ci

>
:

if '

v

ci

1 otherwise.
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(1

);

(4)

Note that there exists a threshold fee '
ei( )

v

ci

(1

) below

which the market is fully covered in equilibrium, and raising the certi…cation
fee only results in pushing up the equilibrium price of the good. Above this
threshold, an increase in ' reduces the equilibrium sales volume, in addition
to raising the market price. Moreover, when the market is not fully covered in
equilibrium (' > '
e i ( )), both the market price and the market size increase

as consumers’beliefs as to environmental quality are more optimistic (higher
). In contrast, consumers’perceptions of environmental quality do not a¤ect
the market equilibrium when the market is fully covered. I will assume that

'
e g (0) = v

c

(5)

1 > 0;

so that the certi…er will always have the option of covering the whole market
or not via the choice of fees.
Social welfare.— The social welfare is the consumer surplus (net of the
bad feeling about pollution) less the aggregate production cost. Given that
consumers’beliefs are given by , the expected social welfare in the market
equilibrium, when the actual good is i, has the following expression with
respect to ':

i

W ('; ) =

X(piZ
('; ); )

[v

(1

)x

ci x

0

'] dx =

8
>
<

>
: v

(v ')2
2(1 +ci )

'

1

if '
+ci
2

'
e i ( );

otherwise:
(6)

Not surprisingly, social welfare decreases with the certi…cation fee. As
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the certi…cation process is assumed to be costless, charging a fee is undesirable from the social standpoint. Hence, the truth about the environmental
quality of the good should be revealed at no cost if the certi…er were socially
responsible and honest, or, which is equivalent here, if there were perfect
competition between certi…ers.
The certi…er’s objective.— The certi…er raises Ri ('; ) = 'X (pi ('; ) ; )
in expected revenue. Maximizing this revenue would be the only objective,
were the certi…er self-interested. Nevertheless, the objective assumed for
the certi…er is intended to be descriptive of the goal of a certi…cation body
submitted to an oversight board that includes representatives from the government and the industry. Though concerned with the revenue resulting from
the …rms’output, the certi…er is likely to have social concern to at least some
extent. Therefore, I will write the certi…er’s objective function U as a convex
combination of social welfare and the certi…er’s revenue:

U

where

)R;

(7)

2 [0; 1] represents the certi…er’s social concern. Another interpre-

tation is that
As

W + (1

re‡ects the degree of competition in the certi…cation sector.

decreases, the certi…er’s objective moves from the welfare-maximizing

benchmark (

= 1) to that of a monopolistic for-pro…t certi…er (

= 0).

In market equilibrium, the certi…er’s objective takes the following functional
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forms

i

U ('; ) =

8
>
<
>
:

v '
2(ci +1
2

(2v

)

( v + (2

(ci + 1

3 )') if '

)) + (1

'
e i ( );

(8)

2 )' otherwise:

These functions are depicted in Figure 1 for di¤erent values of . Two cases
can be distinguished depending on . First, when

< 21 , the certi…er is rel-

atively more driven by the need for pro…t. The certi…er’s utility increases as
long as the market is fully covered, that is, ' < '
e i ( ), and otherwise reaches
n
o
a maximum at max '
e i ( ); (12 23 )v . This is because a higher ' raises the
certi…er’s revenue, unless the market size shrinks due to excessive fee levels.

Under (5), the optimal fee is positive regardless of the actual environmental
quality and consumers’beliefs, meaning that the certi…er exploits its market
power, using the fee to extract consumer surplus for its own bene…t. Second, when

> 12 , the certi…er’s utility is strictly decreasing with ' because

the certi…cation fee is worthless from the social standpoint. In other terms,
were certi…cation honest, the optimal fee would be nil, so the market would
implement by itself the …rst-best optimal allocation. Generally, I will denote
the optimal fee by 'i ( ) and write U i ( )

U i ('i ( ) ; ).

Note that the certi…er’s objective is computed from the consumers’beliefs
rather than the actual environmental quality8 . The worse the consumers feel
8

To some extent, the certi…er …ts into the category of the so-called “populist” organization in that it takes people’s beliefs into account, as opposed to the “paternalist”
organization which ignores these beliefs. This distinction can be found in Salanié and
Treich (2006) for instance. More generally, the assumption of a biased bureaucracy is
reminiscent of Niskanen (1971) and consistent with the work of Prendergast (2007) on the
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(low values of ), the lower the certi…er’s utility, regardless of its degree of
social concern.
The certi…er knows that the choice of certi…cation fee will in‡uence the
market price from which consumers make their inference about the environmental quality of the good. As the market size X (pi ('; ) ; ) is increasing
in , the certi…er has an incentive to misrepresent its information when the
actual good is brown. If such is the case, consumers feel bad for the negative
externality they help to generate, and the certi…er would like consumers to
mistake the brown good for the green one in order to boost consumption
when the market is not fully covered in equilibrium. In an attempt to fool
consumers, the certi…er might award …rms the green label while in‡uencing the market price pi ('; ) through ' so that consumers are more willing
to purchase the good than they would be were the truth known to them.
But consumers should know that this is how the certi…er will reason. If consumers want the truth from the certi…er, they must prevent the certi…er from
jamming the market signal.
In particular, the green label must be reliable in the sense that it is
consistent with the information on environmental quality transmitted by the
market price. As consumers can try to infer the true environmental quality
of the good from observing pi ('; ), this price plays the role of a signal. The
potential di¤erences in preference between bureaucrats and the public Another instance of
biased bureaucracy can be found in Viscusi and Hamilton (1999). These authors provide
convincing evidence that risk regulators often reason on the basis of people’s perception
about risks rather than the actual risks.
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central question then is whether the market price can credibly signal the
actual environmental quality to consumers.
Note that competitive …rms are unable by themselves to use price as a
direct signal for environmental quality. As argued by Spence (1977), raising
price is costless to competitive …rms: if consumers’perceptions of environmental quality rose with price, every …rm would raise the price to signal
higher environmental quality at no cost. Therefore, the market price under
price competition cannot usually serve the same signaling role as if the price
were set by imperfectly competitive …rms9 . Here, in contrast, the market
price pi ('; ) embodies the certi…cation fee which can be used to in‡uence
the signal of environmental quality.
Equilibrium concept.— The model has a signaling structure à la Spence
(1973). While charging a fee for each type i, the certi…er sends a signal to
consumers through the market price pi ('i ). Restricting attention to pure
strategies in perfect Bayesian equilibrium, I will distinguish between separating and pooling equilibria. In separating equilibria, the market prices
truthfully signal whether the good is brown or green, which prevents the certi…er from cheating by granting the wrong label. For this, the certi…er ought
to satisfy incentive-compatibility (IC) constraints in addition to individualrationality (IR) constraints. The IC constraints guarantee the credibility of
the signaling behavior in the sense that the price signal sent by the market
9

See, for instance, Mahenc (2008) for an analysis of the monopoly price as a signal of
a …rm’s environmental performance.
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is consistent with the label granted by the certi…er. In pooling equilibria,
the market prices are the same for the brown and the green good, so that no
information is disclosed to consumers. Pooling tarnishes the honesty of certi…cation. A perfect Bayesian equilibrium is a set of strategies f('i )i=c;g g and
a probability distribution

(pi ('i )) such that strategies must be optimal

given the consumers’beliefs, and consumers form posterior beliefs from their
prior beliefs

4

by using Bayes’s rule. (See Appendix 1 for a formal de…nition).

The issue of misleading certi…cation and a
…ve-…nger exercise with

=0

As a …ve-…nger exercise, I apply the signaling model to the issue mentioned in
the Introduction about the reliability of organic certi…cation under the pressure of corporate interests. Following recent newspaper articles (see Footnote
2), I assume that this lobbying tends to align the certi…er’s objective with the
desire for the industry to grow, which, in the present model, amounts to setting

= 0. The aim is to show that the certi…er can in fact falsely claim that

the food is organic in order to jam the market signal and let more products
in. This is for illustration purpose only, a thorough analysis of the general
model is conducted in Section 5. The self-interested certi…er maximizes the
following revenue
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Ri ('i ; ) =

8
>
>
>
>
<

0 if 'i
'i ( civ+1'i ) if v

>
>
>
>
:

v;

ci

'i if 'i

v

(1
ci

)
(1

'i
);

This function is concave, with a maximum at 'i ( ) = max
Using the notation Ri ( )

Ri ( ) =

8
>
<
>
:

The supply is Si (p) =

(9)

v;

v
;v
2

ci

(1

) .

Ri ('i ( ) ; ), the maximum revenue is
v2
4(ci +1

v
p '
,
ci

if v

)

ci

(1

2 (ci + 1

);

(10)

) otherwise.

and the demand is given by (1). These

functions are depicted in Figure 2 for

= 0 and

= 1.

Let us restrict attention to the case where, certi…cation being trustworthy,
the market for the organic food is fully covered (ci = c;

= 1 and v

2c in (10))

and the market for the conventional food is not (ci = 1;

= 0 and v

4 in (10)).

Assume that the actual food is conventional rather than organic. Knowing
this, the certi…er charges …rms the fee 'b (0) =

v
2

and grants the trustworthy

label “brown” if the certi…er is honest. It may seem surprising to pay a
positive fee for the brown label. The reason is that the certi…er exploits its
market power to extract consumer surplus through the fee charged to …rms.
Were

higher than 12 , 'b (0) would be nil. From (3), the market clears at

equilibrium price pb 'b (0) =

3v
,
2

of the good X pb 'b (0) ; 0 =
yields the revenue Rb (0) =

which results in the equilibrium allocation
v
4

being lower than 1. Setting 'b (0) =

v2
.
8
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v
2

Were the food organic and perceived as such by consumers thanks to the
label “green”, the market would clear at pg (') = min fv; c + 'g and, setting
'g (1) = v

c, the certi…er would allow the full coverage of the market at

the equilibrium price pg ('g (1)) = v.
However, when the food is conventional, the certi…er may be tempted to
grant it the green label in order to boost demand and raise more revenue.
How can this be made to happen? First, displaying the green label must
be consistent with the price signal sent by the market equilibrium. The
certi…er can manipulate this price through the fee. To persuade consumers
that the food is organic, the certi…er can switch to a fee

that mimics the

price pg ('g (1)) = v (see Figure 2). Consumers infer from this price that
the good is organic with probability

= 1. As any …rm y 2 [0; 1] with

marginal cost y + lower than v enters the market, the deviant fee

=v

1

makes it possible to fully cover the market and provide the certi…er with a
revenue Rb ( ; 1) = v

1 that exceeds Rb (0) =

v2
8

for all v inside (2c; 4]. It

turns out that price manipulation is pro…table to the certi…er: misleading
consumers by charging …rms

=v

1 achieves full coverage of the market

with conventional food.
Nevertheless, consumers should suspect that the certi…er may want to
cheat. Besides certi…cation, they should moreover consider the market price
as a further transmission channel from which to extract information. Price
signaling imposes additional requirements on the certi…er’s behavior relative
to that of the honest certi…er. The next section investigates the existence
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of separating and pooling equilibria in the price signaling game presented in
Section 2 and shows that, in fact, there is no separating equilibrium when
1
.
2

5

Separating and pooling equilibria

Suppose now that the objective of the certi…er is to maximize revenue U i ('i ; )
formally given in (8). I …rst examine separating equilibria in which market
prices fully reveal whether the good is brown or green. The label granted
to the good is reliable in a separating equilibrium, because the signal sent
by the market price is credible. As previously mentioned, equilibrium fees
'b ; 'g such that pb ('b ) 6= pg 'g must satisfy IR and IC constraints.
The two IR constraints are:

U b ('b ; 0)

U b (0);

(11)

U g ('g ; 1)

U g (0):

(12)

These constraints guarantee that the certi…er will …nd it worthwhile to
reveal full information via market prices and grant reliable labels. Indeed,
the fees consistent with a truthful signal sent by the market price are more
bene…cial to the certi…er than the maximum utility value obtained with the
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worst belief, namely

= 0, that consumers can have about environmental

quality. The next lemma determines the unique fee that can signal a brown
good through the market price.
Lemma 1: In any separating equilibrium, the certi…er charges 'b =
'b (0) when the good is brown, which results in the market price pb ('b ) =
n
o
b
min 'b (0) + 1; v+'2 (0) .
Proof: see Appendix 2.

I can henceforth write 'b = 'b (0) and consider the IC constraints. They
prevent the certi…er from manipulating the market price to mislead consumers, thereby ensuring honesty in certi…cation. They require that the
certi…er should not defect to the equilibrium fee associated with the market
price signaling a di¤erent color of the good, which would make the label
unreliable.
More precisely, when the good is brown, the certi…er should not deviate
from 'b (0) to

b

that results in the market price pb ( b ; 1), which might falsely

signal that the brown good is green. Putting
we get pb ( b ; 1) = min fv; 1 +

b g,

= 1; ci = 1 and

so that any fee

b

b

= ' in (3),

lower than '
e b (1) = v

1

generates full coverage of the market for the good labeled as green. The
price pb ( b ; 1) is actually misleading if it coincides with the price pg 'g
intended to credibly signal the green good, that is, pg 'g = pg 'g ; 1 =
min v; 'g + c . Speci…cally, at the price pg 'g , the market for the good
labeled as green is either fully covered when 'g
'g > '
e g (1).
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'
e g (1) = v

c, or not when

If, on the one hand, 'g results in the full coverage of the market, then,
pg 'g = c + 'g , and, from pb ( b ; 1) = pg 'g , the only possible deviation is
b

= 'g + c

1. If, on the other hand, 'g > '
e g (1) so that the market is not

fully covered, then consumer surplus is fully extracted at price pg 'g = v,
and any deviation

b

>'
e b (1) results in pb ( b ; 1) = pg 'g .

Furthermore, when the good is green, the certi…er should not be tempted
by a switch from 'g to

g

such that the market posts the price pg ( g ; 0). This

price …rst replicates pb ('b ), thereby falsely signaling that the green good is
brown, and second, it allows supply S(pg ( g ; 0)) =

pg (

g ;0)

g

to come into
o
cv+ g
line with demand X (pb ('b ) ; 0), i. e., pg ( g ; 0) = min c+1 ; c + g .
n

c

Formally, the IC constraints can be written as follows: for all

b; g

2

[0; v],

U b ( b ; 1) < U b (0);

(13)

U g ('g ; 1) > U g ( g ; 0):

(14)

Notice that both inequalities are strong because equality would result in
the same market price for the brown and green goods, thereby contradicting
the separation requirement. Clearly, condition (14) can be eliminated as
being non-binding. By de…nition of 'g (0), we know that U g ( g ; 0)

U g (0),

which implies that (12) is more demanding than (14). This exempts the
certi…er from taking (14) into consideration.
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Finally, the certi…er is left with both incentive constraints (13) and (12).
When the good is green, the certi…er has two options for truthtelling: the
certi…er can either choose a fee 'g

'
e g (1) that credibly signals the green

good through the market price pg 'g = c + 'g which results in the full

e g (1) that
coverage of the market, or the certi…er can choose a fee 'g > '

credibly signals the green good through the market price pg 'g = v which
only allows partial coverage of the market. As previously seen, the …rst option
gives the certi…er the incentive to deviate from 'b = 'b (0) to

b

= 'g + c

1

when the good is brown. Taking this into account, the IC constraint (13)
can be rewritten
U b ('g + c

1; 1) < U b (0):

(15)

If the certi…er chooses the alternative option of setting 'g > '
e g (1), then

the IC constraint (13) must hold for any deviation
result in the misleading price pb ( b ; 1) = v.

b

>'
e b (1) which would

The next proposition summarizes the previous discussion.
Proposition 1: There exists a separating equilibrium if and only if
'b = 'b (0),
'g satis…es (12) and:
either 'g satis…es (15) when 'g
credibly signals the green good,
or, for all

b

'
e g (1) so that pg 'g

= c + 'g

>'
e g (1), (13) holds when 'g > '
e g (1) so that pg 'g = v
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credibly signals the green good.
It is useful to examine separately the two cases

1
2

and

> 21 , since

the certi…er may be better o¤ raising the fee in the …rst case, while this is
always worse in the second case.
Non-existence of separating equilibria when the certi…er is driven
more by pro…t than by social welfare
that

1
2

: Under the assumption

1
,
2

the certi…er’s objective function given in (8) is concave with ren
o
e i ( ); (12 23 )v .
spect to ' for all 2 [0; 1], with a maximum at 'i ( ) = max '

From Proposition 1, we know that 'b = 'b (0), which is always strictly pos-

itive by Assumption (5). As previously seen, the fee is used to extract
consumer surplus, thereby satisfying the relative need for revenue in the
certi…er’s objective function. This is the reason why the certi…er should
charge …rms a positive fee, so that the market price can credibly signal that
the good is brown. From (3), 'b (0) raises the market price up to the level
o
n
b
pb ('b ) = min 'b (0) + 1; v+'2 (0) . This is the only way of making the label

“brown” reliable in the sense that consumers can correctly infer from the
market price that the good is brown. As demonstrated in Appendix 3, this
strategy fails in equilibrium because it is not possible to …nd a fee 'g that
results in a distinct market price for the green good.
To state the next proposition, I now give a sketch of the proof detailed in
h
i
Appendix 3. The IR constraint (12) de…nes a set F g = 'g ; 'g of putative

equilibrium fees 'g which guarantee that the certi…er will tell the truth about
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the green good. In particular, setting the lowest fee 'g is the most costly way
for the certi…er to credibly signal the green good through market price and
grant it the right label. Then, the certi…er might use two di¤erent strategies
to achieve separation. One strategy consists in pushing down the market
price of the green good while maintaining the full market coverage. For this,
e g (1). The alternative
the certi…er charges …rms a fee 'g no higher than '
strategy is to shrink overall product sales for the green good below the full
market coverage while maintaining the market price at the level pg 'g = v,
e g (1).
which extracts all consumer surplus. For this, the fee 'g must exceed '

'
e g (1), Proposition 1 says that 'g must in

If, on the one hand, 'g

addition satisfy (15) to prevent the certi…er from cheating consumers with a
bb,
misleading market price. Appendix 3 shows that this boils down to 'g < '

where '
b b solves the equality version of (15). Appendix 3 also shows that '
b b is

weakly lower than the lowest possible informative fee 'g , thus no separating
'
e g (1).

equilibrium exists where 'g

If, on the other hand, 'g > '
e g (1), Appendix 3 shows that the certi…er

can always …nd a deviation

b

which does not satisfy (13). In other words,

when the good is brown, the certi…er always has the temptation to enhance
the consumers’willingness-to-pay for this good by in‡uencing their beliefs in
a direction that contradicts the actual environmental quality. From Proposition 1, there is no way of separating the green good from the brown one in
this case either.
Proposition 2: When

1
,
2

there is no separating equilibrium.
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Detailed Proof: see Appendix 3.
The crucial assumption in signaling models is that the type of signal
sender who is willing to lie …nds signaling more costly than the type a¤ected
by the lie. As a result, the signal is costly, and credible because it is too
costly for the liar, which is why separation of the types can be achieved in
1
.
2

equilibrium. This assumption is not satis…ed here when

In fact, the

certi…er …nds it more bene…cial to raise the fee for the brown label than for
the green one when the market is not fully covered

@U b
@'

>

@U g
@'

, otherwise

the cost of signaling is not related to the environmental quality of the good
@U b
@'

=

@U g
@'

. In other words, sending the wrong signal that the good is

brown is never more expensive than sending the truthful signal that the
good is green. Therefore, price signaling fails in equilibrium and the label
cannot be reliable. Honest certi…cation is not possible when the certi…er is
driven more by pro…t than by social welfare.
Existence of separating equilibria when the certi…er has more social
concern than self-interest

>

1
2

: Under the assumption that

> 12 ,

the certi…er’s objective function given in (8) is now strictly decreasing in '
and 'i ( ) = 0 is the maximum regardless of

. From Proposition 1, we

know that 'b = 'b (0), thus 'b = 0. Hence, the certi…er charges no fee to
label the good as brown. This results in the market price pb ('b ) = 1 from
(3) together with Assumption (5). This market price in turn credibly signals
that the good is brown, which makes the label reliable.
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To characterize the equilibrium fees 'g charged to the green …rms, I build
on Proposition 1. The equality version of (12) has a unique solution '
b g which

sends the most costly signal that the good is green through the market price
pg 'g . In addition to the constraint 'g

'
b g , the certi…er must not be

tempted to send a misleading signal when the good is brown, i. e., we
must have that (13) holds. Following Proposition 1, this IC constraint is
expressed di¤erently according to whether the market is fully covered or not

> 12 , (13) boils down to

'
e g (1) and, when

(see Appendix 4): either 'g

> 12 , (13) requires that all

e g (1) and, when
b b ; or, 'g > '
'g > '

higher

b

than '
e b (1) be also higher than bb , where bb is de…ned in the Appendix.
Assume …rst that the certi…er chooses 'g

'
e g (1). The fee '
b b is the

minimum distortion needed to signal the green good through a market price
below v, and grant it the right label. It turns out that '
bb > '
e g (1) for all

v <

5
2(2

2
.
1)

In this event, separation is not possible. If now v

Appendix 4 shows that '
e g (1) > '
b g for all v > c + 2(2
5
2(2

2
.
1)

Therefore, for all v

5
2(2

2
,
1)

1)

5
2(2

, where c + 2(2

2
,
1)

1)

>

separation can be achieved with a fee

'g inside (b
'b ; min '
e g (1); '
b g ].

Assume now that the certi…er sets 'g > '
e g (1), which can possibly result

in a price that credibly signals the green good provided that '
e g (1) < '
b g , or,
equivalently, v < c +

2(2

1)

. In this case, the deviation bb is the maximum

fee that misleads consumers about the green good with a market price equal

to v. Thus, bb < '
e b (1) precludes any misleading deviation which would result

in the market price pb ( b ; 1) = v.

Appendix 4 shows that this inequality
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holds for all v >

5
2(2

2
.
1)

Therefore, a separating equilibrium exists in the

case where 'g > '
e g (1) if and only if
chosen inside (e
'g (1); '
b g ].

5
2(2

2
1)

<v <c+

2(2

1)

, with a fee 'g

> 21 , there exists a pair of separating equilibrium

Proposition 3: When

fees 'c ; 'g if and only if
v>

2
1

5
:
2

(16)

Every pair of fees such that 'b = 0 and 'g 2 (b
'b ; '
b g ] can be supported as a
separating equilibrium, where

'
bb =
'
bg =

U b (0)

(2v
1 2

1)=2

(2v
1 2

c)=2

+1

c

(17)

and
U g (0)

:

(18)

Detailed Proof: see Appendix 4.
When the certi…er has more social concern than self-interest, the certi…er
can credibly signal environmental quality with reliable labels in the following
way. In the market for the brown good, the price signal is costless, therefore
the certi…er charges no fee to deliver the brown label. In contrast, signaling
the green good is costly because the market price, necessarily di¤erent from
that available for the brown good, must discourage any masquerade. Observing this price, consumers can make successful inferences only if they can be
sure that the certi…er is not cheating them. This requires the certi…er, either
to distort the market price downward relative to what would prevail were
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consumers perfectly informed about environmental quality, or to shrink the
total sales volume for the green good. It turns out that the certi…er can prove
its honesty by choosing a fee 'g inside the set (b
'b ; '
b g ]. This is the only way

of turning market prices into a credible signal that the good is green and of
making the label reliable. Compared to the previous case where

1
,
2

the

certi…er has now a weaker incentive to mislead consumers into believing that
the brown good is green, because the certi…er places a larger relative weight
on social welfare. As a result, the certi…er can a¤ord the signaling cost and
counteract the incentive to cheat consumers.
When

> 12 , the assumption that the cost of signaling is inversely related

to the environmental quality of the good is satis…ed at least when the market
is not fully covered. Indeed, the certi…er …nds it more detrimental to raise the
fee when the good is brown than when it is green

@U b
@'

<

@U g
@'

. As a result,

the certi…er is able to resist the temptation of cheating, and so separation of
the types does succeed in equilibrium for su¢ ciently high values of v.
Unlike 'b , any equilibrium fee 'g distorts the allocation of the green good
relative to the socially e¢ cient outcome. The resulting welfare loss U g (1)
U g ('g ; 1) represents the cost of signaling the green good or, equivalently, the
cost needed to ensure that certi…cation is honest. This is a purely strategic
cost whose only reason for existing is to prevent cheating. The minimum of
this cost is at 'g = '
bb.

Furthermore, it is not really surprising that there may be no separat-

ing equilibrium for some parameter values since there is no di¤erence in the
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cost of signaling between the two goods when the market is fully covered.
Nevertheless, one can remark that the lower limit imposed on v by (16) is
decreasing in , meaning that the greater the certi…er’s social concern, the
less restrictive is the condition on the reservation price for the existence of
separating equilibria. Another consequence of the partial lack of monotonicity of the signaling cost relative to the types is that the standard selection
criteria of the signaling literature may have no bite, so that a plethora of
separating equilibria cannot be excluded10 . However, it is instructive to fob b . Putting
cus on the least-cost separating equilibrium supported by 'g = '
U b (0) =

(v

1) in (17), one can check that

@'
bb
@

< 0. Hence, the cost of

signaling the green good decreases as the certi…er has more social concern.
Corollary 1: Honest certi…cation entails a signaling cost which decreases
as the certi…er places a larger relative weight on social welfare.
The intuition underlying this result is straightforward. As social concern
increases, the certi…er is simultaneously less greedy, which weakens its incentive to raise revenue by cheating. This reduces the need to distort the
allocation of the green good to send a credible signal. Therefore, the certi…er
with a higher concern for social e¢ ciency …nds it easier to prove its honesty.
Pooling equilibria. Let us now turn to the analysis of pooling equilibrium
strategies in which the certi…er jams the price signal sent by the market.
10

In fact, I have tried to adapt and apply the logic of the Cho and Kreps’(1987) intuitive
criterion to this game. The result is that the selection process reduces the interval of 'g
but the multiplicity of equilibria remains.
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Pooling occurs when consumers observe the same market price for the brown
and green goods, that is, pg 'g = pb ('b ), thereby keeping prior beliefs

0

unchanged by virtue of Bayes’s rule. As no further information is disclosed
through price, no label should be reliable. Indeed, certi…cation is not honest
in the eyes of consumers who know that there is no way of preventing the
certi…er from pretending that the brown good is green.
To be part of a pooling equilibrium, the pair of fees 'b ; 'g must satisfy
conditions

U b ('b ;

0)

U b (0)

(19)

U g ('g ;

0)

U g (0)

(20)

At market equilibrium, sales volumes are the same for both goods. Moreover, to equalize the market prices for the brown and green goods, the equilibrium fees must be related to each other by 'b = f 'g ;

0

, as follows from

(3), where

f 'g ;

0

8
>
< ' +c
g
=
>
:

1 if 'g

Substituting for 'b = f 'g ;

(c 1)v+(2
c+1

0

'
eg ( 0) = v
0 )'g

0

c

(1

0) ;

, (19) can be rewritten as U b (f 'g ;
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(21)

otherwise:

0

;

0)

U b (0). Setting

U b (0) <

8
>
<
>
:

0

= 1, assume now that U b (f 'g ; 1 ; 1) > U b (0), that is,

2

(2v 1) + (1
(v 'g )[(2 3

2 ) 'g + c
)'g v(2 3 +2c(
2c2

1 if 'g '
e g (1);
1))]
otherwise:

Under this assumption, there exists a solution
ity version of (19) because U b (:;

0)

and f (:;

b
0

0
0)

(22)

2 [0; 1) to the equal-

are both increasing in

0.

Formally,
U b (f 'g ;

b
0

;

b
0)

= U b (0):

(23)

Similarly, assume U g ('g ; 1) > U g (0), that is,

U g (0) <

8
>
<
>
:

2

(2v

c) + (1

v 'g
2c

v + (2
g
0

Then, there exists a solution

2 )'g if 'g
3 )'g

'
e g (1);

(24)

otherwise.

2 [0; 1) to the equality version of (20). The

next proposition provides necessary and su¢ cient conditions for the existence
of a pooling equilibrium.
Proposition 4: For all

0

max

b
0;

g
0

equilibrium fees 'b ; 'g such that 'b = f 'g ;

, there exists a pair of pooling
0

if and only if 'g satis…es

both (22) and (24).
An exhaustive examination of pooling equilibria in the general setting
would involve tedious calculations. In what follows, I restrict attention to
the case

= 0 and characterize the pooling equilibria that result in full
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coverage of the market. Then, assuming (22) and (24) simply boils down to

max U b (0) + 1

c; U g (0)

'g < '
e g (1):

(25)

The next proposition states the equilibrium outcome in this speci…c case.
Proposition 5: Assume

= 0. For all

0

U g (0)+c+1 v, there exists

a pair of pooling equilibrium fees 'b ; 'g such that 'g 2 U g (0); '
e g ( 0 ) and
'b = 'g +c 1, for which the market is fully covered at price pg 'g = 'g +c.
Proof: see Appendix 5.
In the limit case where

= 0, the certi…er’s objective function is per-

fectly aligned with the …rms’ objectives. The certi…er behaves as a pro…tmaximizing monopolist without giving any consideration to social welfare.
In that case, we know from Proposition 2 that separation is not possible in
equilibrium, therefore certi…cation fails to be honest. The certi…er cannot
resist the temptation to send wrong signals to consumers about the …rms’
performance in green production because it is more pro…table to raise the
fee when the good is brown than when it is green. As a result, only pooling equilibria exist, provided that consumers’prior beliefs of environmental
quality are su¢ ciently optimistic. In these equilibria, labelling is not reliable
since market prices conceal information. The reason why the pooling strategy is worthwhile is that the certi…er extracts more surplus from consumer
optimism when the good is brown. The resulting increase in consumers’willingness to pay for the good may also boost the production of brown goods
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under some circumstances.

6

Conclusion

The recent literature on certi…cation has unfolded along two complementary
paths: one considers that imperfect certi…cation provides an information
whose accuracy depends on the e¢ cacy costs of auditing and inspection procedures; the other path considers that misleading certi…cation stems from
…rms’ fraudulent practices. Along these lines, there have been few papers
that question the honesty of third-party certi…cation. The present paper
has argued that third-party certi…cation bears some responsibility for cheating uninformed consumers when the certi…er is more concerned with its own
revenue than social welfare. The analysis has emphasized the emergence of
endogenous signaling costs that, besides the e¢ cacy costs or the costs of
fraud, are needed to ensure honest certi…cation and prevent cheating.
In the proposed model, consumers infer information on environmental
quality both from market prices and third-party certi…cation. The analysis
investigates a signaling model in which honest certi…cation displays reliable
labels in separating equilibria. These equilibria are supported by distinct
market prices that credibly signal whether the good is brown or green. In
contrast, pooling equilibria preclude honest certi…cation in that they involve
the same misleading price for the two types of good.
As a result, separating equilibria exist— and hence certi…cation is honest
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— only if the certi…er is driven more by social welfare than by pro…t. Moreover, the signaling cost increases as the certi…er attributes a larger relative
weight to its own revenue. In the reverse case, where the certi…er has more
self-interest than social concern, only pooling occurs, hence certi…cation is
misleading, provided that consumers su¢ ciently believe the good to be green
before purchase. In this case, the cost of credibly signaling the green good
through price is too high to counteract the certi…er’s incentive to jam the
price signal and cheat consumers.
One limitation of the model involves the exogenous combination of pro…t
and welfare in the certi…er’s objective function. The relative weights given
to the joint interests of the certi…er and the …rms on one side, and to the
social interest on the other, roughly re‡ect the composition of the certi…er’s
oversight board. The weighting of the diverging objectives could be endogenized with a lobbying pressure model in the spirit of Grossman and Helpman
(1994) so as to explain which one dominates among the representatives of the
di¤erent sectors. In the present setting, a power imbalance in favour of the
industry interest results in misleading certi…cation. There are likely to be a
number of reasons for this imbalance. First, the industry representatives have
more bargaining power than the other representatives within the oversight
board because they are more e¢ cient at capturing the certi…cation process.
Second, the assumption that the certi…er’s revenue is derived entirely from
the fees charged to the …rms generates a con‡ict of interest similar to that
involving credit rating agencies (CRA). On this issue, Mathis et al. (2009)
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conclude that it may take a long time to detect an opportunistic CRA and
the con‡ict of interest is not solved by reputation concerns. Extending their
model to the case where the screening technology of the CRA is imperfect,
they also …nd that the opportunistic CRA is never disciplined at equilibrium.
Similarly, the present model could be extended to the case where the certi…er
imperfectly observes whether the good is brown or green, so that the failure
to disclose truthful information is no longer only due to the excessive weight
given to pro…t maximization, but can also come from a socially concerned
certi…er having observed a noisy signal. However, this would not suppress
the need for costly signaling to prevent cheating and guarantee honest certi…cation. As shown in the present paper, honest certi…cation is more likely
to occur when the cost of signaling the green good decreases. So the main
concern is how to reduce this signaling cost. If, for one reason or another,
the monitoring scheme increases more the signaling cost for the brown good
than for the green good, then cheating will be more di¢ cult, though not fully
removed.
Another interesting extension would be to endogenize competition between multiple certi…ers in the same way as Fischer and Lyon (2014). Indeed,
the present …ndings suggest that there is a competition threshold in the certi…cation sector above which certi…cation is honest, and moreover, the cost of
signaling the green good decreases as competition between certi…ers is more
intense. Further investigation of the strategic interaction between certi…ers
is needed to examine the following issues. First, to what extent are dishon47

est certi…ers excluded by increased competition between certi…ers? Second,
competition between certi…ers may allow …rms as well as environmentalists
to seek and reward the most sympathetic to their interest among the certi…ers regardless of honest certi…cation, giving rise to undesirable shopping for
labels.
Lastly, the signaling model of the type analyzed here assumes that privately informed …rms are competitive, which prevents them from using price
as a signaling device. Further research should examine imperfectly competitive …rms instead. When a …rm has some leeway in selecting price, the …rm
may have an incentive to convey some amount of its private information to
consumers through price. This alternative signal adds to the signal sent by
the certi…er, thereby raising a two-sided self-selection problem. This is a
complex issue because the …rm and the certi…er must coordinate the signals
they send. The appropriate signaling game would then have a structure similar to that investigated by Bagwell and Ramey (1991) in the context of limit
pricing allowing for multiple incumbents with common, private information.
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Appendix

7.1

Appendix 1: Formal de…nition of the perfect Bayesian
equilibrium

Formally, the perfect Bayesian equilibrium of this game requires that, for
each i = c; g,

'i 2 arg max U i ('i ;
'i

(26)

(pi ('i )))

Consumers form posterior beliefs from their prior beliefs by using Bayes’s
rule:
If pg 'g 6= pb ('b ), then

pg 'g

= 1 and

(pb ('b )) = 0.

From (3), the resulting market prices are

pb ('b ) = pb ('b ; 0) = min 'b + 1;
pg 'g

(27)
(28)

= pg 'g ; 1 = min 'g + c; v

If pg 'g = pb ('b ), then

7.2

v + 'b
2

pg 'g

=

(pb ('b )) =

:

Appendix 2: Proof of Lemma 1

Putting = 0; ci = 1 and ' = 'b (0) in (3) yields the market price pb 'b (0); 0 =
o
n
b
min 'b (0) + 1; v+'2 (0) . We will argue by contradiction, and suppose that
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there exists a separating equilibrium in which 'b 6= 'b (0). As the resulting
market price pb ('b ) also signals in equilibrium that the good is brown, consumers perfectly identify environmental quality, and the certi…er’s revenue is
U b ('b ; 0), which is strictly lower than U b (0). Consequently, the certi…er has
an incentive to deviate to 'b (0) whatever the consumers’ inference
observing 'b (0) since, for any

from

2 (0; 1], we have U b (0) < U b ('b ; ). Thus,

no fee 'b di¤erent from 'b (0) can be part of a separating equilibrium.

7.3

Appendix 3: Proof of Proposition 2
1
.
2

Assume that

From (8), the certi…er’s objective function is con-

cave with respect to ', for all
2 [0; 1], with a maximum at 'i ( ) =
n
o
max '
e i ( ); (12 23 )v . Given the most pessimistic belief
= 0, the max-

imum utilities the certi…er can get with the green and brown goods are,
respectively,

U g (0) =

and

8
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
:

U b (0) =

[(
1)v]2
2(2 3 )(c+1)

(1

8
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
:

) v + (3

2) c+1
if e g
2

where e g =
[(
1)v]2
4(2 3 )

(1

where e b =

1
;
2

(29)

2(c+1) v
;
3(c+1) v

eb;

if

)v + 3
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eg ;

if

2 if e b
4 v
6 v

< eg :

1
;
2

(30)

Given the most optimistic belief

= 1 when the good is i, the certi…er’s

objective function is

i

U ('; 1) =

where '
e i (1) = v

ci .

8
>
<

v '
2ci

>
:

( v + (2

(2v
2

'
e i (1);

3 )') if '

ci ) + (1

(31)

2 )' otherwise,

From Proposition 1, we know that the certi…er must set 'b = 'b (0) to

credibly signal the brown good through market price. In addition, the fee
'g charged for granting the green label to the green good must satisfy the
IR constraint(12). In the case where

1
,
2

the equality version of (12)

gives the upper and lower bounds 'g and 'g of the interval F g of putative
equilibrium fees 'g . Given this constraint, the certi…er chooses between two
options for credibly signaling the green good: the certi…er can set 'g either
below or above '
e g (1) = v

Consider …rst that 'g

c.
v

c.

Then, 'g solves the following equation in ':

2
and 'g

(2v

2 )' = U g (0);

c) + (1

(32)

'g is a further requirement for the existence of a separating equi-

librium. Moreover, from Proposition 1, 'g must also satisfy the IC constraint
(15). Putting i = b;

= 1; ci = 1 and ' = 'g + c
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1 in (31) helps rewrite

inequality(15) as:

2

(2v

1) + (1

1) < U b (0):

2 )('g + c

(33)

b b where '
bb
Straightforward computations yield that (33) holds if 'g < '

denotes the solution in 'g of the equality version of (33).

Thus, a necessary condition for the existence of a separating equilibrium
fee 'g is that 'g < '
b b , where 'g and '
b b are respectively de…ned by (32) and

the equality version of (33).

To check whether this inequality holds, three cases must be distinguished
depending on the value of :
e b , we have U b (0) =

1. When

[(
1)v]2
4(2 3 )

and U g (0) =

[(
1)v]2
.
2(2 3 )(c+1)

Solving equation 'g '
b b = 0 for v gives an upper and lower root
p
p
2(c+1)(2 3 )
2(c+1)(2 3 )
v =
and v =
such that, for all
eb
1 2
1 2
=

4 v
,
6 v

=

4 v
,
6 v

we have v 2 (v; v). It follows that 'g

'
b b > 0 for all

thus no separation can be achieved with 'g

v

eb

c in this

parameter con…guration.
2. When e b

[(
1)v]2
.
2(2 3 )(c+1)

e g , we have U b (0) = (1

After some calculations, we obtain that 'g

'
bb =

[(3
2)(c+1)+(1
)v]2
2(1 2 )(2 3 )(c+1)

0. Again, no separating equilibrium exists with 'g
3. When e g

1
,
2

we have U b (0) = (1
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2 and U g (0) =

)v + 3

)v + 3

v

>

c.
2 and U g (0) =

(1

.
2) c+1
2

) v + (3

Straightforward calculations give that 'g = '
b b , and so there is no

separating equilibrium such that 'g
Consider now that 'g > v

v

c in that case either.

c.

From Proposition 1, a necessary condition to achieve separation with a
fee 'g that signals the green good through the market price pg 'g = v is
that (13) holds for all

b

> '
e b (1) = v

1. In the case where

equality version of (13) admits an upper and lower root denoted by
b,

respectively. After putting i = b;

= 1; ci = 1 and ' =

b

1
,
2

the

b

and

in (31), the

equality version of (13) can be rewritten
v

b

2

3 ) b ) = U b (0):

( v + (2

(34)

Two cases must now be distinguished, depending on the value of :
1. When
v

2.

e b , we have U b (0) =

[(
1)v]2
4(2 3 )

It is always possible to …nd a deviation

and 'b (0) =

b

(1 2 )v
2 3

inside max fv

>'
e b (0) =

1; b g ;

b

for

which (13) does not hold. Thus, in that case, no separating equilibrium
exists with 'g > v
2. When e b

'
e b (0) = v

1
,
2

c.
we have U b (0) = (1

2.
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)v + 3

2 and 'b (0) =

In that case, (13) does not hold for any

b

inside v

there is no separating equilibrium such that 'g > v

7.4

1;

b

. Again,

c.

Appendix 4: Proof of Proposition 3
> 12 . From (8), the certi…er’s objective function is strictly

Assume that

decreasing in ' for all

2 [0; 1], hence the maximum is at 'i ( ) = 0. Given

the most pessimistic belief

= 0, the maximum utilities the certi…er can get

with the green and brown goods are, respectively,

U g (0) = (v

c+1
)
2

(35)

1)

(36)

and
U b (0) = (v

From Proposition 1, the fee 'g chosen to signal the green good must
satisfy the IR constraint (12). In the case where

> 21 , the equality version

of (12) has a unique solution '
b g in '. Thus, any 'g
equilibrium fee. Moreover, from (31), we know that

g

U ('; 1) =

where '
e g (1) = v

8
>
<
>
:

v '
2c

( v + (2

(2v
2

3 )') if '

c) + (1

'
b g is a putative
'
e g (1);

(37)

2 )' otherwise,

c. Hence, signaling the green good with 'g

v

c results

in the full coverage of the market, while the industry output is reduced below
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1 with a fee 'g > v

c.

Consider …rst that 'g

v

c.

Then, truthtelling requires 'g

c<'
b g , where '
b g solves (32).

min v

Straightforward calculations show that v

c<'
b g for all v < c +

2(2

1)

.

Moreover, we have previously seen that the IC constraint (15) boils down
b b , where '
b b is de…ned in Appendix
> 21 , (33) holds if 'g > '

to (33). When

3. Thus, a necessary condition for the existence of a separating equilibrium
b b < min v
fee 'g is that '

It turns out that '
bb > v

c<'
bg .

c for all v <

5
2(2

2
,
1)

and

5
2(2

2
1)

<c+

2(2

1)

when c > 1. We can conclude:
If v
If

5
2(2

5
2(2

2
,
1)

2
1)

< v

then no separating equilibrium exists with 'g
c+

2(2

1)

, every fee 'g inside (b
'b ; v

v

c.

c] can be

supported as a separating equilibrium.
If c +

2(2

1)

< v, every fee 'g inside (b
'b ; '
b g ] can be supported as a

separating equilibrium.

Consider now that 'g > v

c.

As 'g must be lower than '
b g to satisfy (12), a necessary condition for

the existence of a separating equilibrium is v
v <c+

2(2

1)

.

c<'
b g , which holds for all

Moreover, in this case, the IC constraint (13) must hold for all
'
e b (1) = v

1. In the case where

b

>

> 21 , the equality version of (13) given
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by (34) has a unique solution bb lower than v. To compute bb , one can put

U b (0) = (v

1) in (34), which yields
v

b

2

( v + (2

Then, (13) boils down to
equilibrium requires v
5
2(2

all v >

2
.
1)

b

3 ) b ) = (v

(38)

1):

> bb . Hence, the existence of a separating

1 > bb . One can check that this inequality holds for

Hence:
If v
If

5
2(2

5
2(2

2
,
1)

2
1)

< v

then no separating equilibrium exists with 'g > v
c+

2(2

1)

c; '
b g ] can be

, every fee 'g inside (v

supported as a separating equilibrium.
If c+ 2(2

7.5
When

1)

c.

< v, then no separating equilibrium exists with 'g > v c.

Appendix 5: Proof of Proposition 5
= 0, any fee 'g

'
e g ( 0 ) such that 'b = f 'g ;

0

= 'g + c

1

establishes a pooling price that results in the full coverage of the market. In
these circumstances, (19) boils down to

U b (0)

'g + c
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1;

(39)

which holds as an equality for all

U g (0)

which holds as an equality for all
below will show that U b (0)+1 c
U b (0) + 2

U b (0) + 2

0

v. Moreover, (20) is

(40)

'g ;

U g (0)+c+1 v. The calculations

0

U g (0), or, equivalently, U g (0)+c+1 v

v. Consequently, for all

g
0

0

= U g (0) + c + 1

v, any 'g

inside U g (0); '
e g ( 0 ) is a candidate for a pooling equilibrium. Furthermore,

conditions (22) and (24) simplify to U g (0) < v

c and U b (0) + 1

c<v

c,

respectively. Hence, to demonstrate the existence of pooling equilibria, it
su¢ ces to check that U g (0)

v

c in every parameter con…guration.

Three cases should be considered to show that U b (0) + 1
1. When c < v

4, we have U b (0) =

v2
,
8

U g (0) =

v2
,
4(c+1)

U g (0):

c

and one can

check that U b (0) + 1 c
U g (0). Moreover, U g (0)
v c for all
p
g
v inside 2 1 + c
1 + c ; 4 . Thus, for all 0
0 , any 'g inside
U g (0); '
e g ( 0 ) supports a pooling equilibrium.

2. When 4

v

2 (1 + c), we have U b (0) = v

2, U g (0) =

v2
,
4(c+1)

and

again U b (0)+1 c U g (0). As, moreover, U g (0) v c for all v inside
p
2 1+c
1 + c ; 2 (1 + c) , any 'g inside U g (0); '
e g ( 0 ) supports
again a pooling equilibrium for all

3. When 2 (1 + c)
and U b (0) + 1

0

g
0.

v, we have U b (0) = v
c = U g (0). Thus, for all
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2, U g (0) = v
0

1

c,

2 (0; 1), any 'g inside

[U g (0); v

1

c+

0]

supports a pooling equilibrium.
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Supply and demand functions

